Ford fusion se engine

The Ford Fusion is set break the traditional mold of the midsize family sedan. Very few cars are
able to match the versatility of the new Fusion. At the core of this versatility is the long list of
Ford Fusion engine options. So what engines are offered on the Ford Fusion? The base Ford
Fusion S trim comes equipped with a standard 2. Higher Fusion trim levels offer two additional
engine options. The first is an EcoBoost turbocharged 1. The second available engine is a 2.
The larger size of this engine allows it to offer horsepower. But for even more power, the Fusion
Sport trim is the way to go. This trim comes equipped with a standard 2. This engine makes the
Fusion Sport one of the most capable performance sedans currently on the market. Regardless
of which engine or trim you choose, the Ford Fusion is sure to provide enough power to get the
job done and have a little fun and fuel economy ratings that ease the stress on your wallet. Very
few new cars can best the performance of the Ford Fusion. Take one for a test drive now at
Brandon Ford. You can follow any responses to this entry through the RSS 2. Both comments
and pings are currently closed. What engines are offered on the Ford Fusion? More from
Brandon Ford. Use this Guide! Search for:. For the model year, the Ford Fusion is the only
passenger car left in the Ford lineup save the Mustang. If you want a 4-door, five-passenger
sedan with a blue oval badge, look no further. Though Ford's focus has moved to crossovers
and SUVs, the Fusion still offers a decent midsize sedan package. With three gas engines, the
choice of front- or all-wheel drive, and two hybrid powertrains, the Fusion offers a wide variety
of capability in a familiar and increasingly rare three-box shape. It's not you, it's us: Whether or
not you agree with Ford's decision to ax virtually all the cars in its lineup, there's no question
that buyers have gravitated toward crossovers and SUVs. The remaining mid-sized sedans like
Honda Accord and Toyota Camry are not just goodâ€”they're great. As such, we haven't tested
a Fusion in quite some time. In a first test of a Fusion powered by Ford's 1. Ironically, the one
Fusion which did catch our eye was the Fusion Sport, which packed a 2. We found a lot to like
about the Fusion Sport in our first test. Paired with standard all-wheel drive, the Fusion Sport
became the "quickest midsizer we've tested" with a mph time of 5. We concluded that the
Fusion Sport was a "surprisingly fun outlier in a segment that thrives on playing it safe. But it
appears that safe is what buyers want in this segment, and for , the Fusion Sport is gone. The
base engine in the Ford Fusion is a 2. The top engine option is a 2. Fusion Hybrid and Plug-In
Hybrid models feature a 2. Total combined power is hp and lb-ft. The IIHS rated the Fusion as
Superior in front crash prevention as it fully avoided a collision in both mph and mph tests.
Ford Co-Pilot active safety suite is standard for the Fusion and includes automatic high beams,
blind spot monitor with cross-traffic alert, lane-keeping alert and assist, driver attention alert,
automatic emergency braking with pedestrian detection, forward collision warning, and
dynamic brake support. The Ford Fusion features seating for five. Cargo space measures Base
Ford Fusion models come with a 4. Fusion SE models and above feature an 8. The Ford Fusion
is a five-passenger, four-door sedan that comes in the following trim levels:. Watch Originals.
Join MotorTrend. Other years: Fair Market Price:? The actual transaction price depends on
many variables from dealer inventory to bargaining skills, so this figure is an approximation.
See All Specs. Cost Breakdown. Wide variety of powertrains Available all-wheel drive Lots of
standard active safety features. Performance and handling aren't up to par Low-quality interior
materials Its days are numbered. Expand All What's New. Utility Cargo Space and Interior Room.
Trim Levels Interior and Exterior Options. All Model Years Reliability indicates how models have
performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting how the vehicles will hold up in the
year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive reliability information available to
consumers. Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey, our reliability
history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble
spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical
system. Learn more about car Reliability. The Reliability score is based on our latest subscriber
survey of Ford Fusion owners. The owner comments describe problems respondents
experienced with this vehicle. Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls,
portable music device interface e. It's afraid of it's own shadow. The alarm sounds as if there is
something behind my vehicle when in fact it is just it's shadow. I worry this will train me to be
less concerned if I hear this alarm in the future". The only thing is the volume knob that works,
then it performs software check for about 5 minutes. Besides that, the infotainment system is
slow and voice control is almost unusable. The climate buttons are touch, and I have to look at
them before being able to change anything. I wish Ford offers to upgrade the infotainment
system to sync 3 and the central console. During the freeze none of the other manual controls
will respond either. It's a nuisance. The APM module was replaced and fixed the problem. All
work was done under warranty". Usually comes back after restarting the car. Happens once
every few months. Hard to locate some destinations. Definetly not Garmin! Shows me 50 to
metres from where I actually am. We have 2 phones that are alike. I can update one phone's

Numbers but the other phone, though recognized can't be found to upload the numbers". Dealer
finally succeeded after I owned car for over a year". It seems water got in from the antennae,
leaked all the way to the dashboard and shorted it out. Don't have the money to fix it. Phone and
back up sensors won't work as speaks are out. After lots of troubleshooting and discussions
with Ford engineering, it was determined that this problem exists with all factory radios
equipped with SiriusXM satellite radio. They were unable to fix the problem". Upon taking it in
for service it was determined that the software driver had to be reinstalled". Very annoying..
Currently there is about a 1 gap between the two, and the two parts could separate while
driving. Ford claims it is not their responsibility even though the car only has 24, miles on it. Car
had to be towed to dealer for repairs, told not to drive it. Reinstalled but compressor was broken
and had to be replaced since air conditioning did not work. Could not adjust temp or shut the
system off. This was in the middle of winter. The fix was to update the computer. All fixed for
free by a computer upgrade at the dealer". Was fixed under warrenty". It did not blow cold air
until cabin was at desired temperature. Dealer said system was functioning normally. Not true. I
have to manually adjust fan speed". Fixed under warranty. Terrible system". Dealership had to
"Reset the climate control computer". For example, after charging the car, it will run almost
exclusively on battery power. It is during those periods that the heater does not heat - the
climate controls appear to function, and the fan is active, but there is no actual heat generated.
During periods when the gas engine is engaged, the heater generates heat. Ford says it is a bad
heating unit, which is covered under warranty. I haven't had the replacement done yet, but I will
soon. That meant that if you were driving in EV mode, the heater didn't work - only when driving
in hybrid mode gas. The dealer stumbled with getting the heater in stock for 6 months before it
was able to replace the heater. It was covered under the extended hybrid warranty. The
refrigerant would leak out within days of it being fixed each time". Antilock system ABS ,
parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure
or wear. The breaking system acted weird and sometimes would lock the wheels. This the
advance tracking system, air bag and other warning lights to light up. The car became harder to
steer gradually became worst. The front wheel bearing and the speed sensor were replaced and
the problem was resolved. ABS failure resulting in a crash". It was a bad sensor and related to a
recall for similar problems". The dealership spent a lot of time on car but did not discern the
problem. Then we went to local shops. Very erratic brake wear". Front brakes were still in very
good condition. Front brakes are still good at 42, Seems unusual that rear brakes would wear
before the fronts. Rear brake pads should last significantly longer than the fronts and in most
cases don't need replacement till K or more". Turns out brakes were defective and when the
brakes were finally replaced problems disappeared. BC the brakes were so new no one
expected the brakes to be the problem". The dealership proved brake error, Ford is disputing
the findings". Front rotors and brake pads were still in very good condition. Normal stuff". This
seems to have fixed the problem". There was water standing in the rear floorboard, passenger
side for some time. Electrical components were ruined by standing water in driver's floor and
rear floorboard". Makes a ticking noise. In fact when I took it to my Ford dealer they said they
did not hear it. The older the car gets the more noticeable it becomes. I simply gave up. When I
took it in for regular oil service I explained the problem to the service dept and asked them to
see if something was loose on the undercarriage. They stated they could not reproduce the
thump. I continued driving the vehicle and the thump became a distracting rattle when on
moderately rough highway. I could easily reproduce the rattle when I was a lower speeds. At a
subsequent service with the dealer I complained once again and offered to take the mechanic
on a drive to reproduce the rattle. They declined saying their mechanic would troubleshoot it.
They could not reproduce it. After a subsequent oil change service they did not get the skid pan
or whatever it is called tightened sufficiently and the bolt came out while driving on the
interstate. The skid pan fell and was dragging on the concrete. I had to have the car towed to a
dealer who replaced and tightened the pan. U again asked them to trouble shoot the rattle
problem and they again were unable to reproduce it. I had hoped a socket or a small tool had
been left in the skid pan area but they did not find anything. I still drive the car and still have a
hugely annoying rattle that has become worse. I am concerned a shock or some other
suspension part is loose and may be making the car unsafe to drive out of town. I have given up
hope a Ford mechanic can locate the problem. Local Ford dealer was vague about knowledge of
the problem, although there are hundreds of exact same complaints and repairs online. The
plastic trim piece makes a clicking sound while driving all the time. Outside of the vehicle when
hitting bumps you can hear the front end squeak". Although it is a minor nuisance it
nevertheless happens every time it rains". Fixed by an out of town dealer local dealer couldn't
find ". My girlfriend also bought the same year and model and her car has the exact same
issue". On expressway it's hard to listen to the radio. Original tires and identical replacements.

Took car to dealer location where I bought the car. Couldn't find or hear problem. Shocks or
struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion
, power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings,
electronic or air suspension. I have had 5 recalls on the fusion in several areas ,all of which ford
fixed. I took the car to another local mechanic and asked for 2 new shocks. Took to dealer and
both front control arms needed replacing and that was done. Steering wheel attachment bolt.
Recall performed while in for a routine service visit. I was able to manhandle it to a rest area
without incident. I had it taken to my Ford dealer and the first time they said it was just a wire
had worked loose. The second time they could not give me an exact cause, but it was fixed
when I picked it up. There have been a number of recalls on the vehicle so one of them might
have fixed the problems, but I am not sure. Every time I drive in the rain I get concerned. The
power steering immediately stopped working and I had to "muscle" the car to the dealer. They
fixed it both times and I reported the problem to Ford Motor Company as a potential recall need.
There was never a recall and no reply by Ford. Replaced under warranty". Sometimes it feels
that the back end swerves when driving. Supposedly the ford dealership has checked it over
and report they can't find anything wrong with it". Fuel Vapor Sensor cause car to not start after
filling with gas. The high pressure fuel pump needed replacement. Many mechanics as well as
Ford was contacted to determine the solution. Was told this had not been a problem before and
took a few days to secure the necessary part. Yea for electronics and computers! Just kidding.
Touchy getting the system adjusted just right. Dealer had car for four days. In warranty".
Covered under warranty". Computer diagnosis indicated multiple random cylinder misfires.
Issue was a bad sensor that needed replaced. After my next fill up, the light came on again. I
had it checked again and they said it was a O2 sensor problem. I took it to the Ford Dealership
for repair and it was indeed a replacement of the oxygen sensor. It was repaired by the Ford
dealer". Dealer replaced the O2 sensor". Caused car to go into "limp mode" very little power".
Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust.
When this happens you can hear wind noise. I had it once where almost all the rubber trim was
hanging outward and I had to pull over to put it back in place". Substantial hassle to have
emblem replaced. Involved replacement of part of trunk lid". My daily commute speed is around
35 mph. I take good care of my paint by hand washing properly chris fix and adams polishes
tutorials ". Wheels were replaced with no problem". The paint is bubbling and cracking. Ford
will not cover under warranty. Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer,
transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. That
entire cable assembly had to be replaced as where it attaches broke off. The car just has rough
shifts because of the dual clutch and CVT. The dealer found the problem, but the part has been
on back order for over 6 months. Each time replacing or inspecting something different. Car is
there now. Replacing numerous parts, adenoids, trans throttle body I don't know what yet this
time, not getting it back till Tuesday been there 2 weeks so far ". Solenoids replaced but the
problem persists". Also at 55 mph you can hear a whine while engaging the throttle Also, it
sometimes occurs while not in cruise control. It never occ". When you shift into reverse it will
make a loud clunk noise. It has also had issues when going through the gears and will feel like
it isn't going into the gear properly". Although the effect is somewhat unpredictable,
accelerating from a stopping position is often accompanied by forceful, jerki". Muffler, pipes,
catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. Triggered the check engine light. Was taken care of
under warranty in a day". Sensors sometime activate when there is no cross traffic, pedestrians
or object in back of the vehicle. Even with upgrades, system is slow to identify connected iPod
and spends excessive time "indexing" and "building commands" before the iPod can be used
properly and fully". I have rented Ford high end SUV's and it sounds good. Unable to sync my
cell phone or connect walkman using USB interface". From lights to radio to climate control
there have been problems". Sometimes it says my phone doesn't have text msg capability,
sometimes it does. Pandora only works about half the time. The problem is not the phone
because it works in other cars just fine". Road noise drowns out the driver's voice to the point it
becomes too annoying to keep asking, "what did you say"". Known issue with no fix from Ford
yet. Works fine from the main center console display". It just suddenly stopped connecting to
any bluetooth device which is incredibly frustrating". Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and
related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic
ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. The beam is too narrow, and
the lights don't shine far enough down the road. It's difficult to make right-hand turns because it
does not light up the turn area well enough. Don't think I would ever buy a car with this type of
lighting again. Changed all of the headlight bulbs to high intensity bulbs, but it did not make
much difference. Will never use their service department again. I consider this a major problem
due to the labor required to replace the bulb. The front bumper of the car must be removed to

access the headlight bulb. In the past I've changed headlight and taillight bulbs and housings in
a Datsun, Pontiac, Honda, and Chevrolet, and was proud of myself for being self-sufficient, so I
was very disappointed to find out this car was not "user friendly" for this kind of simple
maintenance. This will be a major factor in deciding the next vehicle I buy. This is standard for
fleet vehicles and vehicles sold in CA but an option for vehicles sold in the US. As a safety
feture it should be a standard feature". After I have set the lighting to my desired color, the
system sporadically defults to the color blue. There is a software fix for this but Ford doesn't let
it be readily known, unless you compl". Battery had to be replaced". Sensors were defective and
replaced". Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping,
oil leaks. I took it to 3 different ford dealerships 3 separate times to get my head gasket replaced
for leaking oil. Seal replaced. Took car back again for leak, advised it was from transmission
vent? No repair made that time. Took car back 3rd time more fluid leaking, dealer said they
couldn't find a leak, but ultimately replaced oil pan gasket. Don't understand why a car that had
under 45k would have any fluid leaks at all! Went back to dealership several times. One time it
was a "loose" filter. The other 3 visits were unsolved. They cleaned the underside of the car and
looked for leaks. Could not find any obvious cause and they think my husband is crazy. Not a
well made car But it's priced right used Would NOT recommend purchasing new Not worth the
cost". It does not seal probably and causes the engine light to come on. When it switches to
electric there is no vibration or noise". Dangerous in heat of summer or in cold. Almost
impossible to drive in snowy conditions. Even with snow tires car handles very poorly!
Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. It took me some
effort, however the dealership where I purchased the car, rebuilt the transmission for me.
Otherwise I love the car, it handles incredibly and is great on gas. Had to have a new seal
installed. The dealer determined that the entire transmission had to be replaced; fortunately, it
was covered under the extended powertrain warranty. The frustrating part was that dealer had
my car for 29 days to complete the replacement. Dealership replaced transmission. We were
told it is a common problem". Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or
trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. No
chips". Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger,
timing chain or timing belt. I had the oil changed and service done on manufactures
recommended schedule. On August 17th I got car back with a brand new motor. Was replaced
under warranty. Ford did NOT offer a new parts two-year warranty on the new engine. This,
despite the fact their policy states any new part purchased from Ford has a two-year warranty.
The dealership owner told me it was a Ford policy and to take it up with them. That policy needs
clarification. Car was out of service 2 days as turbo had to be ordered". Radiator, cooling fan,
antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Due to wires being pinched". Only
indication of problem was no heat in vehicle. Water pump was on "Galactic" back order which
seems to indicate a more prevalent issue". Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control
module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights,
horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security system. Reactivate now to
get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error,
please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become
a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member
Services at Unlock Ratings. Used Ford Fusion Change Vehicle. In a class generally known for
bland styling and a lack of driving excitement, the Ford Fusion is like a fresh, charismatic
newcomer. But also like some promising and talented celebrities, it has just enough quirks to
erode your enthusiasm. The Fusion looks upscale and stylish and handles like a really good
European sports sedan. There are 15 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability.
Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all Potential Trouble Spots. View
Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling.
Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System. Electric System. Climate
System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More
Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how
through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine,
transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA indicates that we
did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year. An X indicates
that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say. I worry this will
train me to be less concerned if I hear this alarm in the future" Anonymous, VA Ford Fusion
Display screen freezes up "Sometimes while driving, the infotainment system freeze up. Dealer
finally succeeded after I owned car for over a year" James H. They were unable to fix the
problem" Ted B. Upon taking it in for service it was determined that the software driver had to

be reinstalled" Anonymous, MI Ford Fusion Titanium Hybrid 2. All fixed for free by a computer
upgrade at the dealer" James H. Was fixed under warrenty" Chris P. I have to manually adjust
fan speed" Gary T. The refrigerant would leak out within days of it being fixed each time" Larry
A. Antilock system ABS "There was a faulty wire in the wiring harness housing that needed to
be repaired. ABS failure resulting in a crash" Scott C. It was a bad sensor and related to a recall
for similar problems" Doug M. Rear brake pads should last significantly longer than the fronts
and in most cases don't need replacement till K or more" Anonymous, MI Ford Fusion SE 2. The
dealership proved brake error, Ford is disputing the findings" Scott C. Normal stuff" Bradley W.
This seems to have fixed the problem" A S. Outside of the vehicle when hitting bumps you can
hear the front end squeak" Matthew J. Fixed by an out of town dealer local dealer couldn't find "
Chris P. Electronic or air suspension "An electronic failure caused the power steering to fail
completely and car was manual drive only, I could not maneuver, hubby had to bring to dealer
for repairs was a recall. Emission control devices includes EGR "Check engine light came on
for an emissions control valve going bad at 68, miles. Dealer replaced the O2 sensor" Robert L.
Caused car to go into "limp mode" very little power" Howard B. I had it once where almost all
the rubber trim was hanging outward and I had to pull over to put it back in place" Anonymous,
CA Ford Fusion SE 2. I take good care of my paint by hand washing properly chris fix and
adams polishes tutorials " Tarek H. Wheels were replaced with no problem" Ronald S. Gear
selector or linkage "There is a cable that attaches to the transmission and the internal gear shift
in the car that attaches above the engine. Replacing numerous parts, adenoids, trans throttle
body I don't know what yet this time, not getting it back till Tuesday been there 2 weeks so far "
Anonymous, PA Ford Fusion Titanium 2. Solenoids replaced but the problem persists" Ethan S.
It never occ" Jim L. It has also had issues when going through the gears and will feel like it isn't
going into the gear properly" Anonymous, CA Ford Fusion SE 2. Although the effect is
somewhat unpredictable, accelerating from a stopping position is often accompanied by
forceful, jerki" Anonymous, TN Ford Fusion Titanium 2. Exhaust leaks "One of the hoses went
bad in the exhaust system. Was taken care of under warranty in a day" James L. Even with
upgrades, system is slow to identify connected iPod and spends excessive time "indexing" and
"building commands" before the iPod can be used properly and fully" Anonymous, PA Ford
Fusion Titanium 2. The problem is not the phone because it works in other cars just fine" Ted B.
Road noise drowns out the driver's voice to the point it becomes too annoying to keep asking,
"what did you say"" Robert T. Works fine from the main center console display" Tim C. It just
suddenly stopped connecting to any bluetooth device which is incredibly frustrating"
Anonymous, CA Ford Fusion Load more. Exterior lights other than headlights "Parking light
quit working" Linda P. There is a software fix for this but Ford doesn't let it be readily known,
unless you compl" Anonymous, CO Ford Fusion Titanium 2. Battery had to be replaced" Beth
M. Sensors were defective and replaced" Bruce B. Difficult to fill up gas tank "Have to hold the
pump handle most of the time. Not worth the cost" Jeff P. When it switches to electric there is
no vibration or noise" John M. Transmission rebuild or replacement "The entire transmission
was replaced under warranty. We were told it is a common problem" Kerri O. Glass defects
"Windshield spontaneously cracked. No chips" Scott D. Engine rebuild or replacement "June
the engine seized. Car was out of service 2 days as turbo had to be ordered" Robert B. Cooling
fan "Shorted wires to fan. Due to wires being pinched" M R. See All Trouble Spots. Compare
Models. Similar Cars. Ford Fusion. Honda Accord. Hyundai Sonata. Kia Optima. Mazda 6. Toyota
Camry. This score shows whether the model had more or fewer problems overall than the
average model of that year, calculated from the total number of problems reported by
subscribers in all 17 trouble spots. A door that is not securely latched could open while the
vehicle is in motion, increasing the risk of injury to a vehicle occupant. Read Recall Details.
These vehicles were previously recalled and repaired under recalls 15V, 16V or 17V, however
the repair may not have been completed properly. What should you do:. Ford will notify owners,
and dealers will inspect the latch date codes to confirm if the repair was done correctly, and
replace the side door latches if necessary, free of charge. Owners will also have the option to
inspect their own vehicle's door latches and enter the date codes into a website to determine if
the latches are correct. This recall began July 27, Owners may contact Ford customer service at
Ford's number for this recall is 20S Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall Details.
Virgin Islands. Ford will notify owners, and Ford or Lincoln dealers will replace the side door
latches, free of charge. The recall began September 21, If the bolts corrode, the steering gear
motor may detach from the gear housing resulting in a loss of power steering assist, requiring a
greater steering effort, especially at lower speeds, and increasing the risk of a crash. Road salt
or other contaminants may corrode the electric power steering gear motor attachment bolts.
Ford will notify owners, and dealers will replace the steering gear motor bolts and apply a wax
sealer. If any of the steering gear motor attachment bolts are broken or missing, a new steering

gear will be installed in the vehicle. These repairs will be performed free of charge. The recall
began October 18, Ford's number for this recall is 19S If the vehicle is exited without the
transmission being in Park and without the parking brake being applied, the vehicle may
unexpectedly move, increasing the risk of a crash. Ford Motor Company Ford is recalling
certain Fusion vehicles equipped with 2. The bushing that attaches the transmission shifter
cable to the transmission may degrade over time and cause the bushing to detach from the
transmission. The condition could allow the driver to move the shift lever to Park and remove
the ignition key, while the transmission may not be in Park, with no warning message or audible
chime. Ford will notify owners, and dealers will replace the shifter cable bushing, free of charge.
The recall began September 10, Note: Owners are directed to use the parking brake until the
recall remedy repairs can be made. This recall is an expansion of 18V Ford Motor Company
Ford is recalling certain Ford Escape, and Ford Fusion vehicles, equipped with six-speed
automatic transmissions. The recall began September 20, Ford's number for this recall is 18S A
steering wheel detachment can cause a loss of steering control, increasing the risk of a crash.
The steering wheel retaining bolt may loosen allowing the steering wheel to detach while
driving. Ford will notify owners, and dealers will replace the steering wheel bolt with a longer
bolt, free of charge. A transmission fluid leak in the presence of an ignition source such as hot
engine or exhaust components can increase the risk of a fire. Also included are four Ford Focus
vehicles that had clutch replacements with potentially affected parts. The clutch may fracture,
resulting in damage to the transmission assembly and possibly a transmission fluid leak. Ford
will notify owners, and dealers will update the Focus vehicles with software that detects and
prevents prolonged clutch slip, and will replace the clutch, as necessary, free of charge. Owners
of Fusion vehicles will have their clutch assembly replaced free of charge. The recall began
August 3, If the cylinder head cracks and leaks oil, the oil may contact a hot engine or exhaust
component, increasing the risk of a fire. If the vehicle is started and driven with an insufficient
level of coolant within the engine cooling system, the engine cylinder head may overheat, crack
and leak oil. Ford will notify owners, and dealers will install a coolant level sensor and the
supporting hardware and software, free of charge. Interim notices informing owners of the
safety risk were mailed April 21, The recall began on January 5, Ford's number for this recall is
17S Ford will notify owners, and dealers will replace all four door latches, free of charge. The
recall began May 1, Ford's number for this recall is 15S If the driver or front passenger seatbelt
cables cannot properly restrain the front seat occupants, they would be at an increased risk of
injury. In the event of a crash, heat from the deployment of a seat belt pretensioner may cause a
front seat belt anchor cable to fail. Ford will notify owners, and dealers will apply a protective
coating to the seat belt cable, free of charge. The recall began May 16, Ford's number for this
recall is 16S If the bolts corrode, the steering gear motor may detach from the gear housing
resulting in a loss of power steering assist. Loss of power steering assist would require a
higher steering effort, especially at lower speeds, which may increase the risk of a crash. In the
affected vehicles, snow or water containing road salt or other contaminants may corrode the
electric power steering gear motor attachment bolts. Ford will notify owners, and dealers will
apply sealer and replace the steering gear motor bolts as required. If one or more of the steering
gear motor attachment bolts are broken or missing, a new steering gear will be installed in the
vehicle. The recall began on June 24, Ford Motor Company Ford notified the agency on April 23,
, that they are recalling certain model year Ford Fusion and Lincoln MKZ vehicles manufactured
July 1, , to May 31, , and Fiesta vehicles manufactured February 1, , to May 31, On April 30, ,
Ford expanded the recall to cover an additional , vehicles, including certain model year Ford
Fiestas manufactured from November 11, , to May 31, and certain model year Ford Fusion and
Lincoln MKZ vehicles manufactured from February 1, , to June 30, Ford will notify owners, and
dealers will replace all four door latches with an improved part, free of charge. Interim
notifications were mailed to owners on June 5, The recall began on December 18, If the key can
be removed despite that the transmission is not in Park, a driver may think the vehicle is safety
parked, when it is not, increasing the risk of a vehicle rollaway that could cause the vehicle to
strike and injure the driver, other vehicle occupants, or bystanders. Ford Motor Company Ford
is recalling certain model year Ford Fusion vehicles manufactured July 27, , to October 31, ,
Ford Fusion Hybrid vehicles manufactured February 24, , to October 31, , and Ford Fusion
Energi vehicles manufactured July 14, , to October 31, In the affected vehicles, the key may be
able to be removed even while the transmission is not in Park. Ford will notify owners, and
dealers will repair the vehicles, free of charge. The recall began on December 15, Ford's number
for this recall is 14C The short circuits could cause the frontal air bags, side curtain air bags
and the seat belt pretensioners to not function as intended when needed, increasing the risk of
occupant injury in the event of a crash. The coating on portions of the Restraint Control Module
RCM may crack, and when exposed to humidity, circuits on the printed circuit board may short.

Ford will notify owners, and dealers will replace the RCM, free of charge. Parts are not currently
available. The recall began on May 26, Ford's number for this recall is 14S The back of the
subject seats may become loose or lean while driving and potentially increase the risk of injury
in certain crashes. The driver and passenger seatback assemblies may have been produced
with sub-standard weld joints used to attach the seat back recliner mechanism to the seat
frame. Ford will notify owners, and dealers will replace the seatback, free of charge. The recall
began on May 30, Owners may contact Ford at Show More. Check Vehicle for Unrepaired
Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another
Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer
have digital access to ratings and reviews. So how do you find out what problems are
occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are
interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the
word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. When I crank my
car it starts shaking really bad and missing my check engine light comes on and goes off took it
to mechanic and they said it was leaking coolant into cylinder and the motor needs to be
replaced. Ford Fusion with miles. Repair shop just diagnosed my engine issue as a coolant leak
into the engine block. This is an ongoing problem with Fusion of this age. Upon numerous
rough start ups my Ford Fusion with a 1. I scheduled diagnostic service at my preferred Ford
dealer and they discovered mis firings in the cylinders. They informed me this is a very common
problem with the Ford 1. There have been multiple tsbs on this issue which requires a new
engine rebuild. There already was a recall with the 1. I was just informed by the dealer that Ford
will not cover any expenses related to the repair. The car is a with 68K miles with all scheduled
maintenance performed by Ford. This is disheartening to say the least with a complete product
failure. Search CarComplaints. Bought my vehicle new 5. Noticed a rumbling coming from the
engine and then the check engine light came on. I looked under the hood and saw I was
dangerously low on coolant. Took it to the shop and turns out that due to a defect with the 1.
The issue is exactly what is described on the Ford tsb Since I'm just passed my warranty I am
now stuck paying for a new engine on a 5. The contact owns a Ford Fusion. The contact stated
that the vehicle was running rough with the check engine warning light illuminated. The vehicle
was taken to parks Ford of gainesville N. The contact stated that the check engine warning light
illuminated after the vehicle was retrieved. The contact called back the same dealer and
scheduled an appointment to have the vehicle diagnosed. The contact was informed that if the
check engine warning light was to start flashing that would indicate a severe engine failure.
Upon investigation, the contact became aware of a manufacturer communication for water
intrusion into the engine on similar vehicles. The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer
was notified of the failure. The failure mileage was , Car stalled engine stalled going around 50
mph on the interstate brought to Ford dealership they advised to replace the engine despite the
car only being a model and having 80K miles. I contacted Ford in hopes of getting some sort of
assistance but they refused to help. I could have been hit from behind as the car stalled multiple
times on the way to the dealership. Check engine light came on. Misfire cylinder 1. The coolant
went from full to empty. Collant went into engine. Car was being driven on the highway. Light
on, I was told my engine blown up with water going in to 1 cylinder and needed to replace my
engine. I was 15 days out of warenty and only had miles on car. Iicalled Ford Motor Co. They
declined to help me knowing this was a on going problem. My dealership is trying to help but
Ford Motor Co. Bought my Ford Fusion used from a dealership at end of December with 78K
miles. Check engine light was illuminating so I took the car to Ford dealership to have a
diagnostic done because the car was shaking and kept misfiring and my coolant kept becoming
low only after a few days. Upon diagnosis I was informed that there was coolant leak shooting
out to cylinder 4 and caused damage to the spark plug that was caused by an engine defect. My
extended warranty came out and looked at the issue agreed the engine needed to be replaced
but they denied the claim because this is an engine defect that Ford is aware of for this model
per the tsb bulletin Ford put out. Ford won't fix their issue and im here getting the short end of
the stick. My car is still now in the shop as im trying to figure out how to get the money to fix
something that Ford already knew was messed up. This is ridiculous. As this seems to be an
issue with other owners with this model. Bought my Ford fusion1. Few months later notice
slight drop in coolant reservoir. By March , engine started shaking one day which followed by
illuminated check engine light, misfiring code for cylinder 2 and 3 were pulled using obd scan
tool. Spark plugs were replaced, and problems went away until May , noticed a faster rate of
coolant loss, then engine vibrates and idling rough. Code for misfiring in cylinder number 3. Car
is currently sitting to prevent further damages to the engine. Please help! Took vehicle to
dealership due to check engine light being illuminated. Was told there was coolant leaking into
my 4th cylinder. Also informed there was a technical bulletin out for this known issue.

Concerned about a fire. Per their Ford Fusion recall: "in the affected vehicles, a lack of coolant
circulation could cause an engine to overheat, resulting in a crack in the cylinder head, " Ford
reported. Oil that comes into contact with a hot engine surface increases the risk of a fire in the
engine compartment. Check engine light on while on highway, after getting off there was a very
rough idle. Towed to frontier Ford in san jose, ca. Engine misfire. A new engine log block is
needed to correct this concern. This engine clearly has a number of issues, reported by many
other owners. It would seem that this engine has about a 5 year life regardless of mileage. A
recall needs to be issued in order for Ford to pay for this faulty engine. This is a very difficult
time for many people across the country and it's only right that Ford is responsible for
correcting this issue. Check engine light came on, had a rough idle. Mechanic notified me that it
was a misfire in cylinder one, replaced spark plugs and cleared the code, was running fine. Few
days later check engine light came back on. Took it to dealer and they notified me that there
was coolant in my cylinder and that my engine may have to be replaced. The contact's daughter
owns a Ford Fusion. The contact stated that while her daughter was driving at various speeds,
the vehicle experience random engine misfire. The vehicle was taken to gulf coast Ford N, state
hwy , angleton, tx and diagnosed with a defective head gasket. Her daughter was informed that
the engine needed to be replaced. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure and a
complaint was filed. The failure mileage was approximately , I sent the following letter to other
agencies as well but wanted to send it to you. Since I sent the letter I have found that my
problem has happened to a bunch of other Ford Fusion owners where the gasket goes bad and
fluids leak into the cylinder and ruins the engine. It seems like there's a flaw in my engine
model. I have an ecoboost engine and from what I was reading on carcomplaints. I'm going to
copy and paste the letter I sent to you earlier today. Any help you can give me would be much
appreciated. I have a Ford Fusion that I purchased new from gold mill Ford in niles, il and have
all of my maintenance done at the dealer. The car only has 33 thousand miles on it and I
purchased the car new from the dealer in April of The warranty just expired on April 13, and on
May 19, the service engine soon light came on and I took it to the dealer. I had just brought the
car in for an oil change at the dealer on May 4th I lost my job and with all the covid 19 stuff
going on I never got an extended warranty. I put my insurance on the car on hold May 26, cause
I wasn't going to be driving it with the covid 19 stuff. I tried to get help from the Ford assistance
program but they denied me any help. What would be my options to getting help? I hope
someone can help me figure out this mess and get some help. Thank you for your time in
reading my story. My Fusion had intermittent rough idles and the check engine light popped on.
I checked out the code and it was P - misfire in cylinder 1. The service advisor had his team
pressure test and boroscope the engine and found coo
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lant residue in cylinder 1. With just a small amount of research I discovered that this is a
problem many Ford owners are having right now with this engine - 1. Service advisor said that
pitting on the short block is the likely cause and that is why Ford has said to solve the problem,
the short block needs to be replaced. Less than 5 years old, living in a mild climate, and the
block is pitting. I contacted Ford through their online chat and through the phone and they were
unable to assist me short of saying that there are no recalls issued for this obvious
manufacturing defect, so there is no issue on their part. Attached documents include:
Transcript from online chat to Ford links to my research including example of cases on the
NHTSA website with the same issue for the same car letter I am sending to Ford invoice from
Ford dealer where issue is noted and sb is noted the Ford service bulletin referenced - - San
Diego, CA, USA. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

